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number of pupils, both boys and girls, being much in
excess of 300,000. In view of the fact that the G-reeks in
Thrace numbered nearly 1,000,000, and those of Asia
Minor nearly 2,000,000, the result of the above calcula-
tion seems to be that a Greek population of 3,000,000
people gave almost 300,000 pupils to their schools, which
is in itself an achievement when we compare it with such
an advanced community as the city of New York, where
a population of 6,000,000 gives almost 900,000 pupils to
its public schools. This educational effort of the Ottoman
Greeks cost them, before the war, nearly $10,000,000.
With 4,000 churches and nearly 600 priests, their thou-
sands of charitable associations, guilds, clubs, athletic
organizations, chambers of commerce, great commercial,
shipping, and industrial enterprises, and their connec-
tions with the whole European and American business
world, the Greeks played a tremendous role in the devel-
opment of the Ottoman Empire; and throughout the
centuries have been its chief progressive asset.
Times have changed, and the Greek military catastro-
phe in Asia Minor is pointing the way to a greater crisis
which is bound to come in the Near East. Since 1912
Turkey has lost not only in territory and population, but
also in human values which it is very hard to replace.
The Greeks who emigrated by the hundreds of thousands
from Asia Minor and Anatolia and the Pontus and all
those provinces which it has been difficult to include in a
more minute examination, are to all intents and purposes
lost to the Turkish State, and their places are being
taken either by Turkish immigrants of a positively lower
standard of civilization and mental development, or by
European professional colonizers, who will go to Turkey
with the object of serving their own particular interests,
without paying too much attention to the things that
would serve that country best.

